
Background 
 

Cottages.com is the UK’s largest cottage aggregator 

website with the biggest selection of properties  

across the UK, France, Ireland and Italy. Cottages.com 

has been working with Fresh Relevance since 2013, 

when it introduced a hugely successful cart and 

browse abandonment programme that achieved a 

957% return on investment. 

Now, the company is taking advantage of Fresh 

Relevance’s innovative range of new, dynamic real-

time SmartBlocks to improve visitor engagement  

and drive sales from its website. 

A SmartBlock is a piece of real-time, personalized 

content, that can be easily inserted within web pages 

and emails (simply by pasting in a little chunk of 

HTML), without the need for any technical expertize. 

Once in place, marketing messages can be changed in 

real-time, ensuring visitors are only ever presented 

with current and relevant content.

Solution

The first new features to go live on cottages.com are 

the Countdown Timer and Social Proof SmartBlocks. 

Used on the homepage, the Countdown Timer shows 

visitors how long they have until the end of a sales 

promotion. The company recently used this feature 

when offering a £50 discount for people who booked a 

cottage for the school half-term holiday. Meanwhile, 

the Social Proof feature is providing visitors with the 

latest information regarding how many people have 

recently viewed and booked a property.

Marketing Director at cottages.com, Nick Smith states: 

“We’d been looking at how to introduce these features 

for some time, and even considered building our own 

in-house systems. Before, if we wanted to change 

our marketing messages, it was the job of our very 

busy web-team.” With Fresh Relevance SmartBlocks 

we’ve placed control of marketing into the hands of 

the marketing team. Now, what once took days can 

now be done instantaneously.”
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Fresh Relevance provides real-time personalization and automation 
across email and web that optimizes revenue for eCommerce 
companies. We track all behavior in real-time and use this to personalize 
the shoppers journey on all channels and devices. 

The range of content tools in Fresh Relevance is unrivalled and includes 
product recommendation, live email content, social proof, and social 
content. It’s like having multiple tools in one, saving you time and money.

Development

Fresh Relevance aspires to keep  

one step ahead in providing online 

retailers with the tools they need  

to gain the competitive advantage.  

“I recently had the idea to provide 

customers that have booked with  

us weather updates regarding  

their holiday destination. The  

very next day, Fresh Relevance 

announced the launch of its 

Weather SmartBlock that we are 

now investigating. It is  just one 

example that shows how in-tune 

Fresh Relevance is with what 

marketers are thinking.”

“With Fresh Relevance SmartBlocks we have
placed control of marketing messages in to the
hands of the marketing team. Now, what once
took days can now be done instantaneously.”

- Nick Smith, Marketing Director
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